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INTRODUCTION
With the rapid progress of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and Internet of Things (IoT) technologies, research and development of smart homes have been actively conducted. The smart home enables to collect various data within the house, and use the data for value-added services. The valueadded services include elderly monitoring [1] [2] [3] , autonomous security [4] , and personalized healthcare [5, 6] . The key challenge in the smart home is how smartly the system is able to recognize various contexts at home, automatically. The home context refers to any situational information at home, including daily activities of residents, the environment in the house, and the status of the room.
Technologies for the home context recognition have been studied for many years in the field of ubiquitous computing. The traditional ubiquitous computing uses ambient sensors (e.g., temperature, humidity, presence) [7] , wearable sensors (e.g., accelerometer, heart rate), and indoor positioning systems [8] . They are installed at rooms or worn by residents to collect essential data characterizing various contexts. Using such sensors and devices, a lot of systems have been proposed. They include an elderly watching system using human motion sensors [9] , the context labeling and recognition system based on environment change [10] , the recognition of daily activities with time-series environmental data [11] , the activity recognition with power consumption of home appliances and user's location [12] , and context sensing with smart phones [13] .
In more recent years, the emerging deep learning [14] allows the system to recognize multimedia data. Since image, voice, and text data usually contain richer information than the conventional sensor data, it is promising to use such multimedia data for recognizing the home contexts.
Unfortunately, however, these existing technologies are yet far from practical use in general households, since they require expensive resources at home. It is difficult for ordinary users to operate and maintain proprietary systems at home on a daily basis. One may try to recognize home contexts via image recognition based on deep learning. However, constructing a custom recognition model dedicated for a single house requires a huge amount of labeled datasets and computing resources [14, 15] . Thus, there is still a big gap between the research and real life.
The goal of research is to make the home context recognition more affordable and feasible for general households.
To achieve the goal, we first present a framework for the machinelearning-based home context recognition. This framework specifies a common workflow where individual users to define custom contexts, collect data, and construct their own context recognition models. The framework does not specify concrete data or algorithms, so that the users can exploit any methods (even the deep learning) based on their requirements and constraints.
As an implementation of the framework, we then propose a home context recognition method. The proposed method extensively utilizes the image-based cognitive Application Program Interface (API), which is the application program interface to cloud-based computer vision services [16] [17] [18] . The API receives an image from an external application, recognizes specific information within the image, and returns the information as a set of text words called tags.
Our key idea is to use these tags as features of the image, and apply light-weight machine-learning techniques to infer the target context. Since every image can be considered as a document, the expensive deep learning is no more needed. We call this idea the image-as-a-document approach.
To demonstrate the practical feasibility, we have conducted an experiment that recognizes contexts within our laboratory. We installed an USB camera to take a snapshot every 5 s, and stored the images in a server for 2 weeks. We then defined seven custom contexts: "General meeting", "Cleaning", "Eating", "No people", "Personal discussion", "Gaming", and "Studying". For each context, we selected 100 representative images considered to expose the context well. The selected 700 images were sent to Microsoft Azure Computer Vision API [16] , in order to retrieve tags from each image. Regarding the tags as a document (corpus), we exploit Term Frequency -Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [19] to transform each tag set into a document vector. Finally, we imported the vectors Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio [20] , and constructed a classifier that recognizes the seven contexts, using Multiclass Neural Network.
The experimental results showed that the overall accuracy of the recognition model was 0.929, and the average accuracy was 0.980. Then, the micro-averaged precision and the macro-averaged precision were 0.929 and 0.924, respectively. According to the confusion matrix, the recognition accuracy of "General meeting" was 95.3%, "Cleaning" was 90.9%, "Eating" was 83.3%, "No people" was 100.0%, "Personal discussion" was 96.0%, "Gaming" was 82.2%, and "Studying" was 100.0%. Thus, the constructed model was able to recognize "No people" and "Studying", perfectly. On the other hand, the model was bad at recognizing "Eating" or "Gaming", where multiple people appears within an image.
PRELIMINARIES

Home Context Recognition
The home contexts refer to any situational information at home, including daily activities of residents, the environment in the house, the status of the room. Typical home contexts are, for example, "residents are in the dining room", "it is warm in the dining room", "the dining room is clean", "the light in the dining room is on", etc.
We use the term custom home context to represent home context that is specifically defined by individual residents, houses, and environment, for a special purpose of application. For example, suppose that a son is worried about his old parents living in a remote place. Then, the contexts like "parents are eating breakfast in a dining room", "father is taking medicine in a dining room", "mother is cleaning a dining room", are crucial information for the son. If these custom contexts can be recognized by an elderly monitoring system, and the information is regularly sent to the son, it would be a great value for the son.
Technical Challenges
In the home context recognition, we consider that there are two big challenges.
The first challenge lies in individuality. As seen in the above example, the custom contexts are defined by every user depending on a special purpose. Also, the layout, the environment, and the configuration of the target space vary from one house to another. Therefore, it is impossible to construct a universal context recognition method that satisfies all users, houses, and environments.
The second challenge is acceptability. Most existing technologies are developed and tested on research labs or dedicated smart homes, and few of them are actually operated on general households. In order for the technology to be accepted, it should be easy to operate and maintain, should be affordable enough, and should not be intrusive for daily life. Of course, the security and privacy issues influence the acceptability. The user of the technology must be fully convinced what data is collected for what purpose and consumed by whom.
Image-based Cognitive API
In recent years, world's cloud companies such as Microsoft, IBM, and Google, released cognitive services. A cognitive service provides the capability to understand multimedia data based on sophisticated machine-learning algorithms powered by big data and large-scale computing resources. Typical services include image recognition, speech recognition, and natural language processing. A cognitive service usually provides cognitive APIs, with which developers can easily integrate powerful recognition features in their own applications. We consider that the cognitive APIs make full use of multimedia data, therefore, they have great potential to improve smart homes since the user would no longer need to maintain an expensive system at home.
Although various kinds of cognitive APIs exist, we especially focus on image-based cognitive APIs in this paper. An image-based cognitive API receives an image from an external application, extracts specific information from the image, and returns the information as a set of words called tags. Figure 1 represents the usage of image recognition APIs. The information of interest varies between services. For example, MS-Azure Face API [16] estimates age, sex, and emotional values from a given human face image. IBM Watson Visual Recognition [17] recognize items in the image such as home appliances, furniture, and tools. Google Cloud Vision API [18] outputs pre-defined concept labels associated to recognized objects. 
Machine Learning Platform on Cloud
A reasonable approach to cope with the individuality is to use the machine learning, in order to build a custom context recognition model for a house. However, using machine learning would decrease the acceptability, since it is too expensive for general households to have sufficient computing resources for the machine learning.
One solution for this problem is to use the machine learning platform on the cloud. The platform provides a space and resources, with which individual users can construct and deploy custom machine-learning models, depending on requirements of users. A user uploads the data on the cloud platform, constructs and deploys their own machine-learning models. For this, most platforms usually provide the visual programming environment, in which the user just connects built-in components of pre-processing, procedures, algorithms, and evaluation, without writing any program code.
The well-known machine-learning platforms include Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio [20] , Google Cloud Machine Learning Engine [21] , and Amazon Sage Maker [22] .
FRAMEWORK OF MACHINE-
LEARNING-BASED HOME CONTEXT RECOGNITION
Purpose of Framework
To encourage the individual users to build custom home context recognition models by machine learning, we should define a solid and clear method. At the same time, when we consider the individuality, we should leave a certain extent of freedom, so that individual users can freely choose appropriate methods.
For this purpose, we propose a framework of the machine-learningbased home context recognition in this section. This framework specifies a common workflow where individual users to define custom contexts, collect data, and construct their own context recognition models. The framework does not specify concrete data or algorithms, so that the users can choose appropriate methods (even the deep learning) based on requirements and constraints. Figure 2 shows the overview of the proposed framework. The framework roughly consists of four steps, each of which is further divided into sub-steps. The following subsections explain the four steps in details.
Step 1: Acquiring Data
In this step, a user of the proposed method acquires the data essential for the machine-learning-based home context recognition.
Step 1-I: defining custom contexts
First of all, the user defines a set C = {c 1 , c 2 , ..., c m } of custom home contexts to be recognized. The contexts are associated to a certain space within a house. Each element in C works as a label of the machine learning.
Step 1-II: acquiring raw data
The user then deploys a device within the target space, in order to acquire raw data. The device may be a sensor, a camera, or microphone, depending on the user's choice. However, it should be carefully chosen so that the acquired data should be relevant to the target contexts. Using the device, the system acquires the data periodically, with an appropriate interval. The data should be accumulated in a server.
Step 2: Creating Dataset
In this step, the user creates dataset used for the machine learning.
For each context c i Î C, the user samples representative n data data(c i ) = {d i1 , d i2 , ..., d in } that well expose c i from raw data obtained in Step 1. In this step, the total m × n data items are obtained
Step 3: Constructing Recognition Model
In this step, the user constructs a context recognition model using machine learning. The step is further divided into the following four sub-steps.
Step 3-I: retrieving feature values
From the dataset obtained in Step 2, the user retrieves feature values relevant for inferring the target context.
where F is a function that retrieves relevant feature values from d ij . Note that F is automatically calculated if the user uses the deep learning.
Step 3-II: splitting data
For each context c i , the user splits the feature values F(data(c i )) into training and test data. Specifically, the user divides n feature values
} into a data items and na data items, which are denoted by train(c i ) and test(c i ), respectively.
Regarding the way of data split, there are various methods including random sampling, hold-out, and cross validation. If the accuracy of M is low or unable to meet the requirements, the user reconstructs the model by repeating the previous steps.
Step 3-III: training the model
Step 4: Moving to Operation
Finally, the user deploys the model, and start operation of automatic home context recognition.
Step 4-I: deploying the model
The user deploys the trained model M in a platform (cloud or edge server) that can be accessed from the target space in the home, and makes it online. A cloud-based machine-learning platform (see Section 2.4) usually provides a service that deploys a trained model as a Web service. Once the model is deployed as a Web service, the external application can consume the model via HTTP/REST protocol.
Step 4-II: operating the model
The user creates applications using the context recognition model. The application acquires data of the target space, then extracts the feature values from the data, and finally sends the feature values to the deployed model. The model returns a custom context inferred from the feature. Then, the application is able to know the current context, and use the context for various context-aware actions.
IMPLEMENTING AFFORDABLE HOME CONTEXT RECOGNITION BY IMAGE-AS-A-DOCUMENT APPROACH
In this section, we propose a pragmatic method that implements the framework in Section 3. In the proposed method, we collect images of the target area as essential data of the machine learning.
In order to achieve affordable and practical home context recognition, we extensively introduce the image-as-a-document concept using the image-based cognitive API.
Image as a Document
We consider to implement the framework using images by installing a camera in the target space. This is because camera devices (e.g., USB camera) are already so common that the general users can easily introduce the cameras at home.
The most straight-forward way to construct a high-quality image recognition model is to use deep learning. In this approach, the user constructs M using a deep-learning technique A in Step 3 of the framework (See Section 3), where the function F is automatically computed by the deep learning. However, since this approach requires a huge amount of training data and computing resources, it is not realistic to implement it in general households.
Instead of using the deep learning, the proposed method extensively utilize the image-based cognitive API (see Section 2.3).
In the proposed method, we acquire images of the target space, and create the dataset by sampling representative images for the custom contexts. Then, every sampled image is sent to the image-based cognitive API. As a result, the API returns a set of text words, i.e., tags, which represent concepts that the API recognized within the image. Our key idea is to use these tags as the feature of the original image. Thus, every image (as a collection of pixels) is converted as a document of words. This is the image-asa-document concept.
Once every image is converted into a document of tags, it is possible to apply document-based machine-learning techniques, which are much less expensive than the deep learning. There are various methods that extract features from documents, including TF-IDF [19] , Word2Vec [23] , GloVe [24] , and fastText [25] .
Using one of these methods, every image as a document is converted into a document vector. By applying an ordinary (lightweight) machine learning to the document vectors, the proposed method constructs a classifier of custom home contexts. 
Proposed Method
Now, we implement the framework in Section 3 with the image-asa-document approach.
In Step 1, the user deploys a camera in a target space. Using the camera, the system periodically shoots the image of the target space, and accumulates the images in a server.
In Step 2, for each custom context c i (1 ≤ i ≤ m), the user chooses n representative images data(c i ) = {img i1 , img i2 , ..., img in }.
In Step 3, the user retrieves features from every image img ij . More specifically, Step 3-I of the framework is implemented as follows:
Step 3-I-I: retrieving tags from each image
The system sends every image img ij to an image-based cognitive API, and obtains a set of tags Tag(img ij ) = w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , Tag(img ij ) represents an image as a document of the original image img ij .
Step 3-I-II: Converting tags into a document vector
Regarding all tag sets È ij Tag(img ij ) as a document corpus, the system converts each Tag(img ij ) into a document vector v ij = [v 1 , v 2 , ...], using a document vectorizing technique (e.g., TF-IDF). The document vector v ij is count as the feature of img ij , i.e., F(img ij ) = v ij . 
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To demonstrate the practical feasibility of the proposed method, we have conducted an experiment. In our laboratory, there is a shared space that is used by members of our laboratory for various activities. The purpose of the experiment is to recognize contexts of the shared space using the proposed image-asa-document approach.
Creating Image Dataset
According to Step 1-I of the framework, we have defined the seven custom contexts to be recognized: "General meeting", "Cleaning", "Eating", "No people", "Personal discussion", "Gaming", and "Studying". These are common activities which our members often do within the shared space. In Step 1-II, we installed a USB camera to take images of the shared space from a fixed point. We then developed a program taking a snapshot with the USB camera every five seconds. The images were accumulated in a server for 2 weeks.
As for Step 2, for each of the seven contexts, we selected 100 representative images considered to expose the context well. The image sampling was done manually by visual inspection. At this time, we obtained a total of 700 images (100 images, seven contexts). Figure 5 shows the representative images for the seven contexts, and the picture of the USB camera.
Constructing Context Recognition Model
We performed Step 3 of the framework according to the sub-steps presented in Section 4.2. For the image-based cognitive API, we used the Microsoft Azure Computer Vision API [16] . According to
Step 3-I-I, we first sent all the sampled images to API, and obtained tag sets for each image. Table 1 shows examples of extracted tags. Each row represent a context, and a set of tags that the API extracted from a single image belonging to the context. We can see in the table that the API recognized slightly different concepts for different contexts. However, the extracted tags were not directly related to the target context as they were. This is because the API just performs general-purpose image recognition, but is not trained for the special purpose of our custom contexts. In Step 3-I-II, considering each tag set as a document, we converted the tag sets into document vectors. For the vectorization, we used the TF-IDF method [19] . TF-IDF is a method of numerical statistic that reflects the importance of a word in a document, as well as in the whole collection of documents (corpus).
In
Step 3-II, we randomized all created data sets, and we split them into half as training data and test data, where a = 0.5.
Step 3-III, we finally constructed a classifier for the seven custom contexts using the training data, using the Multi-class Neural Network algorithm. The classifier was built and deployed on a cloud platform using Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio (see Section 2.4). To see the performance of individual contexts, we also visualize the result with a confusion matrix. Figure 6 shows the evaluation metrics of the constructed model. It can be seen that the constructed model achieved quite high-quality recognition, where all the metrics marked over 0.92. Although the number of training image was just 50 for each of the seven context, the proposed method implemented a high-quality recognition model for the seven contexts in our laboratory. Figure 7 shows the confusion matrix, representing how individual contexts were recognized by the recognition model. From the confusion matrix, we investigated the proportion of correct and/or incorrect recognition for each context.
Evaluating the Recognition Model
Results
The recognition accuracy of "General meeting" was 95.3%, and the remaining 4.7% was incorrectly recognized as "Gaming". The accuracy of "Cleaning" was 90.9%, the remaining 5.5% was incorrectly recognized as "Eating", and the 3.6% was incorrectly recognized as "Personal discussion". The accuracy "Eating" was 83.3%, the remaining 4.2% was incorrectly recognized as "Cleaning, and the 12.5% was incorrectly recognized as "Gaming. The accuracy of "No people" was 100.0%. The accuracy of "Personal discussion" was 96.0%, the remaining 2.0% was incorrectly recognized as "General meeting", and the 2.0% was incorrectly recognized as "Cleaning". The accuracy of "Gaming" was 82.2%, the remaining 13.3% was incorrectly recognized as "General meeting", the 2.2% was incorrectly recognized as "Eating", and the 2.2% was incorrectly recognized as "Personal discussion". The accuracy of "Studying" was 100.0%.
Discussion
It was seen in the experimental results that the recognition of "No people" and "Studying" was perfect. The reason is that within these contexts there were few people appearing in the shared space. When the members of our laboratory were studying, they were basically on their desks, but not in the shared space. Thus, these two contexts were "easy" for the model to recognize.
On the other hand, the constructed model was relatively bad at recognizing "Eating" and "Gaming". It was interesting to observe that "Eating" was often confused as "Gaming", and that "Gaming" was confused as "General meeting". The common characteristic among these contexts were that there were multiple people in the shared space. Furthermore, these people were interacting with each other, and were often moving around dynamically. We guessed the reason why these contexts were "difficult" as follows. Taking a snapshot image in such dynamic contexts could not always capture essential features for the model to distinguish them. Even with our human eyes, it was difficult to distinguish these contexts.
To improve the accuracy for these difficult contexts, we should deploy more cameras to observe the space from various viewpoints. Introducing multiple cognitive APIs may be also a good idea. These issues will be addressed in our future work, and they are beyond the scope of this paper.
Note that our experiment was done without proprietary sensor systems nor expensive computing resources. What we needed were an ordinary PC, and an USB camera, and the Internet connection. They are already well accepted in general households. This justifies that the proposed method is affordable and practical.
RELATED WORK
The research of recognizing contexts and activities within smart homes has been conducted for many years in the field of ubiquitous computing. As introduced in Section 1, the technologies include an elderly watching system using human motion sensors [9] , the context labeling and recognition system based on environment change [10] , the recognition of daily activities with time-series environmental data [11] , the activity recognition with power consumption of home appliances and user's location [12] , and context sensing with smart phones [13] . Although these systems are technically interesting, they require home users to maintain dedicated sensor systems or expensive resources. Thus, we consider that it requires still some time for these systems to be widely accepted by general households.
The activity recognition with deep learning becomes a hot topic recently (e.g., Wang et al. [14] and Brenon et al. [15] ). Although the deep learning is a powerful approach to recognize image data, a huge amount of data is required to build a high-quality model. Therefore, it is unrealistic for individual households to prepare a huge amount of labeled datasets for custom fine-grained contexts.
Menicatti and Sgorbissa [26] proposed a framework that recognizes indoor scenes and daily activities using cloud-based computer vision. Their concept and aim are similar to our method. However, the way of encoding tags is based on a Naive Bayes model where each word is present or not. Also, the method is supposed to be executed on a mobile robot, where the image is dynamically changed. Thus, the method and the premise are different from ours.
Research in Menicatti et al. [27] investigates the influence of person's cultural information toward vision-based activity recognition at home. The accuracy of the fine-grained context recognition would be improved by taking such personal information into machine learning. We would like investigate this perspective in our future work.
CONCLUSION
To achieve the home context recognition affordable for general households, this paper proposed a method that integrates the image-based cognitive API and light-weight machine learning. The proposed method considers every image as a document by using "tags" derived by the API. We first presented a framework specifying a common workflow of home context recognition. Then, we proposed a method implementing the framework with the imageas-a-document approach.
We have also conducted an experimental evaluation that attempts to recognize seven custom contexts within our laboratory. As a result, we obtained a high-quality context recognition model with the overall accuracy of 0.92. It was shown that the model was able to recognize contexts "No people" and "Studying", perfectly. On the other hand, the model was confused by contexts "Eating", "Gaming", and "General meeting", where multiple people are dynamically interacting and moving.
In our future work, we plan to investigate techniques that improve the accuracy and the performance of the proposed method. It is also important to deploy and operate the proposed method in actual households, in order to validate if the proposed method is really beneficial for individual needs. For efficient deployment and operation, we are also interested in transfer learning, so as to reuse already trained models in other houses and environment. Of course, when operating the system in general households, the security and privacy issues must be addressed. Developing methods for protecting data and model, as well as for presenting comprehensive informed consent is also important future work.
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